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          Product Version:  7.2.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

=> When I create polygon  It seems it’s rendered from the center of the line so it overlaps into the fill color Like this ,
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Freeform rotation for annotations - Disabling freeform rotation
	Separate opacity for fill and stroke
	Freeform rotation for custom rectangular annotations
	Freeform rotation for custom path-based annotations

APIs:	TextHighlightAnnotation - new TextHighlightAnnotation()
	Core.Tools. GenericAnnotationCreateTool - FillColor
	Core.Tools. StickyCreateTool - enableCreationOverAnnotation()

Forums:	How to Access Rubber Stamp through a custom function?
	Change custom annotations mounting corner
	Filters criteria does not work on save/post of comments on note panel
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          Hello,

Thank you for contacting us about WebViewer. How are you creating the annotations? Are you programmatically adding it, using the built in polygon (or rectangle tool), or are you opening an existing PDF that already the annotation?  I tested our 7.2 build, but I don’t seem to be able to recreate the issue.

Would it be possible for you to export the XFDF of the annotation that has this issue

Export guide

ExportAnnotations API

You can also send us a file with the annotation (make sure it doesn’t have any confidential information since this thread is public).

Lastly,  what browser is this happening in and does upgrading to 7.3 helps? (there shouldn’t be any breaking changes going from 7.2 to 7.3)

Version 7.3 Download link

Thank you

Best Regards,

Andrew Yip

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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